Blockchain Developer

**Location:** 100% Remote
(Full time)

**To apply** for this position please send your CV to recruitment@singularitynet.io informing the job title in the email subject line.

**What you should know about the SingularityNET organization**

SingularityNET is the world’s leading decentralised AI platform and organisation. The SingularityNET decentralized network, and the associated nonprofit SingularityNET Foundation, were founded in 2017 with an extraordinarily ambitious and important mission: To work toward beneficial Artificial General Intelligence (AGI) guided and controlled in a democratic and decentralized manner. Now in an exciting exponential growth phase, SingularityNET is launching a number of inspiring and ambitious spin-off projects planned as part of its Phase 2 whitepaper, including infrastructure, media and biomedical projects.

Global and decentralised, SingularityNET works with a team of c.a. 100 talented scientists, engineers and operational experts, working either remotely or in hubs of excellence worldwide. At SingularityNET we value collaborative and creative ways of working, within a culture of openness and transparency where every team member is empowered to make their finest contribution and thrive. We are committed to diversity and inclusion and all candidates are welcomed and encouraged to apply irrespective of race, gender, age, religious beliefs, LGBTQ+ affiliation or any other minority characteristic.

**What we are looking for:**

We are looking for a seasoned Blockchain Developer to build out and manage our smart contracts and blockchain structure. Successful candidates will have a minimum of 1 year of Blockchain Ethereum experience with at least 1 year of Development in building Smart Contracts using a language called Solidity.

Responsibilities and Skills listed below.

**Your responsibilities will include:**

- Research, Design & Development on Blockchain Platforms like Ethereum
- Evaluate tools and technologies in the DeFi ecosystem
• Working with Partners for Security Audits, L2 Bridge Integrations, etc
• Documenting design & development processes and complying with best practices
• Keeping up & adopting to the Blockchain evolution in DeFi, NFTs, and on new
• Blockchain Platforms

Desired Experience and Skills

• 6+ years of experience in Design & Development
• 3+ Years working experience on Ethereum, L2 Blockchain or any other Blockchain
  platforms
• Strong knowledge of common algorithms and data structures
• Familiarity with basic cryptography & P2P networks
• Strong knowledge of Ethereum-like Blockchain
• Strong knowledge on writing efficient and secure Smart Contracts using Solidity
• Knowledge on DeFi and related platforms is an added advantage
• Hands on with Solidity, Python, AWS Cloud is a must

What you will get in return:
- Being part of one of the greatest AI and blockchain teams in the world that aims to
  create beneficial Artificial General Intelligence for the good of humanity
- Working on multiple projects that each have the potential to change the world in domains
  like health, finance, media, and computing
- A lot of freedom and responsibility in organizing your work hours and location
- Opportunities to advance your career in many potential directions
- Salary and benefits in line with your experience and location